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                                                  ABSTRACT  

                                              
 This paper gives  information  about the  phenomenon of globalization 
and the regional process of integration  that have generated new and 
challenging characteristics in criminal actions, that has generated a 
transnational dimension. In this frame, the illicit trafficking of radioactive 
material is a matter of concern. After the terrorist attacks of  September 
11, 2001, it  is a new reality  that for certain terrorist groups,  exposition to 
radiation ionizing with the purpose of committing a terrorist act is not 
more an obstacle. The use of a �dirty bomb�  by  terrorists is considered   
probable. The orphan sources represent a serious threat to security and 
must be: identified, located, recovered, and assured. Many radioactive 
materials with hundreds of applications in medicine, research and industry 
are lost or  robbed. There are countries that have not a registry of such 
orphan sources. The IAEA Illicit Trafficking Data Base (ITDB) was 
established in 1993.There were 103 confirmed incidents of illicit 
trafficking and other unauthorized activities involving nuclear and 
radioactive materials in 2005.Nevertheless  INTERPOL registers a much 
greater number of cases.    The IAEA tries to increase the capacity of   
Member States to protect their facilities and nuclear fuels, storage and 
transport against acts of nuclear terrorism.  In this paper I  propose the  
creation of an Inter-American Committee Specialized in the Prevention 
and Control of the Illicit Trafficking of Radioactive and Nuclear Material 
at Pan-American level and within the  framework of O.A.S., according to 
the Chart  of the Organization of American States , and considering the 
respect to the sovereignty of the States and the principle of not 
intervention, with the purpose of developing the  cooperation in order to 
prevent and to prevent and to control the illicit trafficking of radioactive  
and nuclear material. Its principal objective would be to develop  a 
cooperation and a common approach of nuclear and radiological practices 
within   Sates members of the Organization of American States   
Conclusion.  In this report, I have  introduced the present situation of the 
threat not only of a nuclear accident but also of a nuclear or radiological  
terrorism attack, which could affect any country in the region and in the  
world.   It show the need for the  regional and international community to 
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work together in order to reinforce coordinated and integrated nuclear 
security and safeguards. Stronger and comprehensive global 
countermeasures to prevent nuclear and radiological  terrorism is 
necessary and also to solidify progress on strengthening nuclear security, 
to maintain  flexible security posture  to respond to the changing threat. 
The system needs to be capable of responding proportionately to present 
threats while adapting to manage new threats that may emerge . To assure 
a security trade in radioactive and nuclear materials and to implement  the 
requirements through a strong compliance and enforce regulatory 
programme..  It shows the need for the  regional and international 
community to work together in order to reinforce coordinated and 
integrated nuclear security and safeguards and to control the illicit 
trafficking of radioactive  and nuclear material.  
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Risks and Benefits of Nuclear Energy.  

   Radiation sources utilizing either radioactive materials or radiation generators have been 

widely used throughout the world in medicine, research, industry and education for 

decades. The relevant safety requirements are generally well identified. Nevertheless 

accidents can occur  during use. Lessons learned from nuclear accidents at Three Mile 

Island and Chernobyl have helped to improve accident prevention and management at all 

plants. Also investigations have been carried out all over the world. 

  The phenomenon of globalization and the regional process of integration have generated 

new and challenging characteristics in criminal actions, that has generated a transnational 

dimension. In this frame, the illicit trafficking of radioactive material is a matter of concern.                     

  From 11 September 2001, there are greater international initiatives to reinforce the 

security of materials and facilities all over the world and apply the international 



recommendations to assure that all the registered nuclear fuels and  non used  bombs are 

under control and safe.  The problems are centered in the facilities, nuclear fuels and 

radioactive sources and materials. 

 Facilities and nuclear materials                   

 The  suitable measures assure that the nuclear weapons in disuse and the nuclear fuel 

whose acquisition is the most difficult part to construct a nuclear bomb; do not fall into the 

hands of terrorists. The controls must be based on:  protection of nuclear power plants and 

nuclear fuels of a sabotage in mass, control of arms and obligatory measures of non 

proliferation for the States, Agreements of cooperation to solve problems, granting to the 

governments more authority to control the private facilities and companies, to limit the 

access to  materials which are the necessary ingredients for constructing  a nuclear bomb.                      

    Radiological weapons  

   Although the subject of terrorism is a subject of long data and preoccupation, after the 

terrorist attacks of  September 11, 2001, it  is a new reality  that for certain terrorist groups,  

exposition to radiation ionizing with the purpose of committing a terrorist act is not more   

an obstacle. The suicidal missions invalid that  hypothesis  and therefore it is necessary to 

review measures of defense of terrorists and  sabotages. This class of terrorists are not 

motivated only  for political or religious reasons,  but  have  a vision of society in which 

there are no separations between temporary and spiritual powers and are well financed by 

powerful networks on great scale. They are arranged to sacrifice their lives, looking for 

access to  weapons  of  mass destruction  to maximize the number of victims. Acquisition 



of nuclear weapons was elevated to  a religious must. Since to their vision it does not matter 

to them  to be exposed  to  radiation, nothing will impeder them to make and use   

radiological weapons because few technical  knowledge is required  to construct and to use 

them, in comparison with a nuclear device. Also, these radioactive materials, used world-

wide in  medicine, agriculture,  industry and research, are easily  available and are easy  to 

be obtained  in comparison with  classified uranium or plutonium for arms.   Terrorists also 

could contaminate foods or sources of  water  dispersing radioactive materials  in them.                          

The dispersed  radioactive material  could cause diseases, product of the radioactivity, in 

people who were in the neighborhoods, for example if they inhale great amounts of 

radioactive dust. The use of a �dirty bomb�  by  terrorists is considered  much more 

probable. These radiological weapons  are a combination of conventional explosives and 

radioactive material, designed to disperse dangerous and non lethal amounts of radioactive 

material on a general area. The number of deaths and hurts by the explosion of a �dirty 

bomb� with a robbed source of medical use or an industrial source, would depend of the 

class of source as well as of the conditions of the time, but  would be relatively low. The 

severity of the wounds would depend on the type of the used radioactive material, how it 

extends and how quickly the victims are taken care of. Nevertheless, the psychological 

effects and the costs of decontamination, demolitions, and relocations would be very great. 

The effects in the long term are still quite uncertain. The fear and the panic is the primary  

objective of the terrorists, so  the terrorists  would preferred  to use  these  than to another 

toxic substances that also could cause severe effects in the public health and social welfare  

with less effort and risk for them. Chemical  and  biological weapons were used but  

radiological ones were never  been used. Like the chemical or biological weapons , the 

radiological ones  have been considered unsuitable for military purposes. The nuclear 



weapons require very sophisticated techniques that are not reached by terrorists. Some last 

accidents involving radioactive material emphasize different types of possible threats, from 

a simple threat in the internal order to the international terrorism The example of the  

Goiania accident , the greater radiological accident in history, is demonstrative of the 

effects in the population.  

    Orphan Sources  

  An orphan source  is a source that has a sufficient  radiological danger to be under 

regulatory control, for example because it was  never was under it  or it   has been left, lost, 

robbed, or removed without due  authorization . The orphan sources represent a serious 

threat to security and must be: identified, located, recovered, and assured. Many radioactive 

materials as Cobalt 60 or Cesium 137 with hundreds of applications in medicine and 

industry are lost or  robbed. There are countries that have not a registry of such orphan 

sources, nevertheless throughout the years  they are well-known, often appearing in metal 

smelting , without intervention of terrorists and use of detonators but with very serious 

effects. There are orphan sources in several parts of the world, many in precarious situation, 

as much in States members and nonmembers of the IAEA.  

      Illicit Trafficking of Radioactive Material                                      

 The IAEA Illicit Trafficking Data Base (ITDB) was established in 1993.There were 103 

confirmed incidents of illicit trafficking and other unauthorized activities involving nuclear 

and radioactive materials in 2005. The ITDB covers a broad range of cases from illegal 

possession, attempted sale and smuggling, to unauthorized disposal of materials and 



discoveries of lost radiological sources. In fact, the base that takes INTERPOL registers a 

much greater number of cases. The customs civil employees, the border guards, and the 

police continue discovering numerous attempts of contraband and of selling robbed 

sources.  

  Security Measures of  Physical Protection  

 To improve the security of radioactive sources it is necessary not only to reduce the 

probability that they become orphans, but also to make more difficult that they could be     

acquired to be used with malevolent purposes. In the case that additional safety measures 

do not prevent the robbery, they must provide a quick identification, allowing a prompt 

reply  of the competent authorities. The participation of professional and criminal 

smugglers increase the probabilities that some radiological materials finish into the hands 

of terrorists. Some of them, due to their size, power and availability, are small, simple to 

hide, easy to rob, to break and to disperse. Million sources have been distributed 

everywhere during  the last 50 years, for uses in medicine, industry, agriculture, fights to 

the plagues, investigation, and at present  there are hundreds of thousands in use. The lack 

of control over them causes that their acquisition and use by terrorists is a real possibility. 

The control of all the stages of the cycle of these radioactive sources is essential in order to 

protect the public of the risks of ionizing radiations. Measures of common sense have been 

required during years, depending on the type and amount of the radioactive material, such 

as strict inventories, facilities of storage closed and  security guards .   But the approach in 

the past was centered in the risks of security and prevention by inadvertencies more than 

deliberate exhibitions. The establishment of an effective regulatory regime and an 

appropriate infrastructure is essential. Still in the United States and Europe, where the 



regulatory controls are relatively good, thousands of radioactive sources are  lost or have 

been robbed. On the other hand, only  between 5 and 10% of the illicit trafficking of 

radioactive material  in the world is detected .  It is necessary to have the suitable 

infrastructure to prevent the robbery of nuclear weapons as well as the acquisition of 

nuclear fuel and an effective capacity of detection and  reply.  

The role of IAEA   and other regional organizations 

    The IAEA tries to increase the capacity of   Member States to protect their facilities and 

nuclear fuels, storage and transport against acts of nuclear terrorism, to  strong  the capacity 

of the   Members  States to evaluate the vulnerability of their facilities in front  of possible 

malicious acts, to develop methods to identify vital criminals, compiling information, 

analysis and evaluation, dissemination of information, interchange of information with 

other international organizations. The States have increased its adhesion to international 

instruments like the Convention of Physical Protection of Radioactive Materials and IAEA 

Recommendations. Also the IAEA helps The Member States to improve their national 

security measures. All the nuclear fuel in the IAEA Member States are appropriately 

counted and controlled, and that information is updated. It is established like an obligation 

for the Member States in the Safeguard  Agreements , the Convention of  Physical 

Protection  of Nuclear Materials, or  bilateral  agreements. 

 The Security in America has its  fundamental bases in the respect to the principles of the 

Chart of the United Nations and of the Chart  the Organization of the American States 

(OAS) and the  Security Declaration in the Americas, approved in the Third Plenary 

Session,  celebrated  28  October  2003.  



At level of  South,    MERCOSUR- Common Market of the South - , the Council of  the 

Common Market approved the General Plan of Reciprocal  Cooperation and Coordination 

for Regional Security MERCOSUR /CMC/ DEC. Not 22/99: To optimize the levels of 

communitarian security in criminal facts  on the base of reciprocal attendance  between the 

Organisms of Control and the Security Forces  and/or Police officers, by means of the 

interchange of information, cooperation and coordination .improving the relationship 

between different Organisms of Control and the  Security  Forces and/or Police officers  

like the interchange of experiences among them. The General Plan constitutes the 

governing document of orientation and regulation, in accordance with the legislation of 

each State or Associate Part, the activity of the Security Forces and/or Police officers and 

Organisms of Control. It does not constitute an obstacle for other bilateral agreements.  

  The execution of the General Plan would be materialized by means of concrete actions 

that would be done by different intervening organisms of the Associate or Member States 

within the framework of their respective competitions and jurisdictions, in the best  way 

and in the less possible term.. 

     Within the framework of the Andean Community of Nations , the Member States  

agreed , through Declaration  of San Francisco of Quito of July  2004  the establishment 

and development of the Zone of Andean Peace, contributing to the international 

disarmament and effective proscription of  mass destruction weapons -nuclear, chemical, 

biological and toxic � and its  transit  trough the  sub region.  

      A  Proposal  

     It is important to enhance  coordination a and cooperation. It is  very important the 

creation of an interregional organization  with  responsibilities in the prevention and control 



of illicit trafficking of radioactive material in order to improve the nuclear and radiological 

security in  America .    

   I  propose the  creation of an Inter-American Committee Specialized in the 

Prevention and Control of the Illicit Trafficking of Radioactive and Nuclear Material 

at Pan-American level and within the  framework of O.A.S., according to the Chart  of the 

Organization of American States , and considering the respect to the sovereignty  of the 

States and the principle of not intervention, with the purpose of developing the  cooperation 

in order to prevent and to control the illicit trafficking of radioactive  and nuclear material.  

Its principal objective would be to  develop  a cooperation and a common approach of 

nuclear and radiological practices within   Sates members of the organization of American 

states  ,  to prevent, to fight, and to eliminate the illicit trafficking  of radioactive  and 

nuclear material, according  with the international principles of the Chart of  O.A.S., the 

Convention of Physical Protection of Nuclear Material  as well as other international and 

regional instruments, remembering the resolution of the Security Council of United  

Nations  of the total respect to the sovereignty of the countries , the States  rights  and the 

international rights . This Committee would orient its work on the basis of the Chart of  

O.A.S.,  international Treaties and Conventions on the matter as well as the IAEA 

Recommendations .  

   Their functions would be: 1. To develop the inter-American cooperation recommending  

concrete measures  to prevent and to control the illicit trafficking  of radioactive and 

nuclear material. 2. To be Forum for confidential  exchanges on nuclear and radiological  

security regulatory matters. 3 .To encourage the Member States  to count on the legal and 

governmental structure adopted in the matter, following the  IAEA recommendations . 4. 



Enhancements of electronic networks. 5. To create the inter-American data base of  illicit 

trafficking  of radioactive and nuclear material. 6. To study the possibility of designating in 

accordance  with the legislations of each state, connection  national  offices , with the 

intention of facilitating the cooperation between the organs of the Member States with 

responsibility in the matter . 7. To promote and organize several  regional meetings   of   

American  government  authorities involving in nuclear and radiological  security .8.  To 

exhort the    Member  States to sign, to ratify  and  to adhere  to the agreements in 

accordance  with its respective internal legislations, to the international conventions related 

to the subject specially, the Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism 

(2005) and the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (Vienna, 3  

March 1980 and its  new revision ). It will recommend to the General Assembly  to put in 

practice  the programs and activities that were  approved within the framework of the 

Committee. 9 . It will recommend and propose to the General Assembly the study of an 

Inter-American Convention on Prevention and Control of the Illicit Trafficking  of 

Radioactive and Nuclear Material. 8. It will recommend the General Assembly to instruct  

the General Secretariat of the O.A.S. for collaborate  with the Committee in the preparation 

of the projects of statute and regulation. The statute will have to be approved by the 

General Assembly and the regulation by the Committee. 10. It will try to improve 

information exchange. 11. It will make the greater possible efforts in order that OAS    

makes available the  necessary financial resources . 12. To develop the programs of joint 

activities  approved by the  Committee . .  

  

 

 



 

  Conclusion 

   In this report, I have  introduced the present situation of the threat not only of a nuclear 

accident but also of a nuclear or radiological  terrorism attack, which could affect any 

country in the region and in the  world. 

    It shows the need for the  regional and international community to work together in order 

to reinforce coordinated and integrated nuclear security and safeguards . Stronger and 

comprehensive global countermeasures to prevent nuclear and radiological  terrorism is 

necessary and also to solidify progress on strengthening nuclear security, to maintain  

flexible security posture  to respond to the changing threat .The system needs to be capable 

of responding proportionately to present threats while adapting to manage new threats that 

may emerge . To assure a security trade in radioactive and nuclear materials and to 

implement  the requirements  through a strong compliance and enforce regulatory 

programme. 

 Following the Conclusions of the Conference International on Nuclear Security: Global for 

Directions the Future (London, 6-18 March 2005,),  ��The international Community must 

continue accelerating the work to identify possible threats, to share and to make the best use 

of the information available on illicit trafficking of nuclear material and other events related 

to the security, to narrow the prevention against such acts and to maintain the 

confidentiality of the related sensitive information. These relations and synergies between 

�security, safety� and safeguards would have to be recognized and to be taken into account 

in the development of programmes of nuclear security.� Consequently, and in this sense, 

the proposed  Committee proposed would be very useful in the Continent.  

 



 


